That feeling of love is in the air yet again, yes its Valentines Day!!!
It's the time when we all think about that special person in our lives
near or far.
So let's get busy by having all the preparation sorted with restaurants,
limousines, flowers, chocolates, jewelry and any other presents of all
shapes and sizes to dazzle our loved ones or to those we share our
mutual feelings with.

1. DIY Vinyl Decors
Time to unleash your artistic side! DIY (Do It
Yourself) is very practical, besides it is camera
/ social media ready. What can I say more than
“it’s really thoughtful”?

2. I love it when where Cruising together...

Try something different like being in a quite
beach or go cruising with your love one.
Traveling won't just promote to the over all
brain health, it will also increase the feelings of intimacy for couples. So, take
your love one to a whole new world with you…
3. Sweet tooth

Life is a box of chocolate; you’ll never
know what you’ll get. – Forest Gump

For many years, sugar has been
existent in poetry, lyrics and even
our sentiment. But that’s not the
point all this sweetness you can give to our precious love ones. Who would say "no" to the
sweetest confectionery ever? (I won’t!)
4. Slumber with wine

Get comfy in your PJ's. A Sleepover, Pyjama Party or Date is one of
the most meaningful events in our lives. Studies say that "meaningful
conversations happen in the middle of night".
Popcorn and Soda is old school. Try something different like a date on
the roof, watch the stars, and tell stories, Q & A and WINE!
Hmmmm… Yummy! Who says slumber parties are for kid eh?!
5. I’m in LOCK with you
Love lock. It has been famous in Paris and Italy, now, it is all over the
world.
The lock signifies that "no one can tear you apart from me". It is
something UNBREAKABLE. And it’s so romantic! Such a symbol of
adoration for your love one!

6. Put a ring on it
Why choose any other time to propose? (raising my eyebrows). Romantic
things happen on Valentine's Day.
THIS IS THE DAY you offer something that will bind your love forever.
This time it's for real. BUT don't fret, if you're not ready yet. It doesn't
have to be a wedding if you're not really ready. Get a puppy, perhaps?

7. Tats true love
I know having tattoos of names or a portrait of your partner is way beyond sanity. Well?
That’s not what I have in mind or suggesting.
Maybe make something symbolic for your partner or your loved one, like a dog or a
flower, a representation of your love like a musical note sign like this; ♫♪. I don't know,
but please be creative on this one!

8. Flowers
Roses are Red, Violets are Blue. Sugar is Sweet, and so are you!

Every flower has a meaning. Have you heard that before? I know
this is something common and not so very surprisingly the most
popular choice is Roses. Well, sometimes, all you have to do to
make a difference is to think of a gimmick. Be creative like Bon Jovi has said; "lay you down
in a bed of roses". (OUCH! It’s very thorny!) Though it might hurt, let's all admit that the
thought is really charming!
So what ever colour you give to your partner or loved one, it all boils down to you give with
"LOVE".
9. Cuddle with LOVE
Apparently, they say that there’s no relevant to grown women receiving a
stuffed toy compared to kids. The truth is and IT IS A FACT that before
we go to sleep we look for something soft, like our pillow.
So, giving a cuddly stuffed bear would actually remind your loved one or
partner your name, image and scent every time they sleep with the bear
you gave them. Though – it sounds like it has a love spell on the cuddly
bear. It doesn’t. Cuddles just expresses extreme affection! This gesture
increases appreciation to anyone.
10. Classic never fades

Do the classic! Take your loved one for a romantic lunch/dinner. Therefore don't forget to
reserve your limo ride and restaurant as soon as NOW!
Change the atmosphere a little bit to something romantic or
find a themed restaurant for something a little different.
A Romantic Dinner is actually a great time to appreciate your
significant other. And He or she will appreciate it more if
"your ride is in a luxury limousine!
YET, with Valentine’s Day it doesn’t matter if you’re in a relationship or not. What matters is that we
celebrate Valentine’s Day WITH our family, friends or colleagues and the ones we truly love.

Make your plans now! As always, if you need any help or advice - just give us a
call!

